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p r a i s e for M as on M e e t s a M as on B e e

“This book is a must have in all science classrooms. The precise photographs guide the story of Mason’s
journey through observation and scientific inquiry with mason bees. The creative rhythm and rhyme draws
listeners in with every page turn. Be sure to take advantage of the additional information from the educator’s
guide and resources to extend learners love and quest for knowledge. Creative and informative for all ages,
kindergarteners love it!”
— Kara Cassidy, Kindergarten Teacher

“This book is a dynamite teaching tool and a must for schools, libraries, garden centers, grandparents and
parents--and anyone else who likes to eat. Bursting with critical and timely information about the importance
of pollinators, this lovely picture storybook delights, motivates and informs the reader. As gardeners become
aware of the myriad of bees in their backyard, learning about common and wonderful pollinators like the
mason bee is a must. The interplay of the pictures and words illustrate big topics in an understandable wayteaching young gardeners that there ARE gentle bees in the backyard and we shouldn’t be afraid of them.
They are necessary for growing our food!”
— Dave Hunter, Crown Bees

“This is a great book not only for kids, but also for parents and teachers in a classroom setting. Kids will
enjoy learning trivia, while adults stand to learn as much as the kids, and will appreciate the resources in the
back as well. Best of all, parents may face pressure from their kids to actually use those resources.
The rhyming style of this book reminds me of Dr. Seuss, and The Lorax in particular for its environmental
message. The rhymes are clever and well thought-out. The book has a clear message--protect the bees--and
delivers it effectively. It isn’t very subtle, but this is a good thing for a young audience. I can picture a kid
finishing this book and then wanting to go outside and find a mason bee. I really like this book, and it fills
an important niche. We need more children’s books about bees.”
— Joel Gardner, U of M Bee Lab Research Associate

“A wonderful story about a boy and a bee with the same name. The bee educates the boy and the reader on
the importance of insects in our world. This was a fun, fact filled book that lets everyone who reads it know
what they can do to help take care of our planet.”
— Cindy Musslewhite, Goodreads Five-Star Review
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“This is a cute tale ... about a boy who meets a bee and each of them is afraid of the other. The bee explains
that it is a mason bee and does not want to sting, but pollinates plants to make food for people. Mason also
gets to hear about insecticides and other issues for beneficial insects.
There are lovely colourful photos on every page. At the end are lessons and more detailed information for
adults. This would be good for a class nature table or a family reading session and should help to educate
young people about nature.”
— Claire O’Beara, award-winning fiction and non–fiction author

“Mason Meets a Mason Bee by Dawn Pape is a book that should be on bookshelves and classrooms everywhere.
It is about Mason who is afraid of bees. One day he meets a mason bee and learns that bees are also afraid of
people. This book is a fun and educational way learning about bees. It is told in a rhyming way, it’s informative
and done in such a cute way. A great read aloud. This book is also a good teaching tool and in the back of the
book you will find science lessons. The illustrations are clear and bright and the colors really stand out. I gave
this book 5 stars but it truly deserves many more. I highly recommend this book to everyone and anyone
who has young children or work with young children. I look for more by Dawn Pape.”
— Marjorie Boyd-Springer, Net Galley Review

“Pape does a wonderful job addressing the common fear of children (and adults) that bees are aggressive and
should be avoided. By focusing on a mason bee, she highlights the differences between these solitary bees
and honey bees. This book is a fantastic introduction to the world of wild bees and pollination for children,
and an excellent tool for parents to learn more about wild bees and why they need our collective help.
Mason Meets a Mason Bee is a delightful story about a young boy (Mason) who meets a talking mason bee.
The mason bee helps Mason overcome his fear of insects (and bee stings) and shows him how he pollinates
flowers, providing the fruit and vegetables that Mason likes to eat. The bee also conveys to Mason how he can
help the bee thrive by planting native plants throughout the growing season.”
— Heather Holm, author of Pollinators of Native Plants

A delightful story with a serious real-life message, MASON MEETS A MASON BEE photographically illustrates the encounter of a young boy named MASON, with a type of bee [New to me!] which daily pollinated
100 times the amount of a honeybee. This particular Mason bee is both verbal and voluble, and instructs his
namesake on several important lawn and garden matters.
The book also appends explanations, research, and links. The author, Dawn Pape, is the Lawn Chair Gardener.
— Mallory Heart Reviews
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“Save The Bees! This is an adorable and informative book about bees for small children. It has a lot of
information at the back to help you if you wish to use it to teach a science lesson (i.e. in a school or daycare
setting) featuring this book as a learning tool. I found it very cute and funny while still teaching important
facts. I will definitely be sharing this book with my kids.
*** This book is best read aloud to a group of children or with a child in a one on one setting due to the
bigger words and scientific nature (the better to answer questions and explain difficult to grasp ideas).”
— Earicka Kolodzyk, Net Galley Five-Star Review

“Mason meets a mason bee, is a very educational and funny little book. It provides valuable information
about Mason bees and insects in general. ... based on very recent research ... In the end the book has a very
informative essay for adults, which outlines the bee-crisis and stands we can take to help without sounding
condescending. Overall it is a great educational book, with great imagery.”
— Lindea Yven, Net Galley Five-Star Review

“Mason is a boy who is afraid of bees until he comes face to face with a Mason Bee only to find that the bee
is afraid of humans too!
In this fun and educational story Mason learns about the importance of bees from a bee himself. Once
Mason is assured that bees are not out to hurt him, he learns why bees are important to him and the
ecosystem. In a rhyming scheme, kids will learn not to fear bees, what bees do to help us and what we
can do to help them. Mason Meets a Mason Bee introduces the very important topic of the declining bee
population to children in an easy-to-understand way and opens up a dialogue for what children can do to
help the bee population.”
— Stephanie Hildreth, Net Galley Review
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D e d i c at i o n
and

Introduction

This book is dedicated to you and the beloved children in your life.
Their future is in our hands.

There are definitely big concepts and big words introduced in this little book. That’s exactly
what makes the book work so well for a wide audience. Even though the book looks and
reads like a picture book for early elementary students, the science and social concepts are
big enough for adults to ponder.
Mason Meets a Mason Bee is a handy educational tool for classroom settings as well as nontraditional learning environments—such as an afternoon with grandma! This book is meant
to be read aloud and discussed with kids as it is read. (What about having upper elementary
children read the book and/or perform the extension activity skit in lesson 4 to the younger
kids?)
Since there’s a lot of content, it may not be appropriate to read the whole book in one sitting.
Let your kids’ attention spans and questions dictate, and be sure to discuss questions that come
up. And, if the kids show an interest, I hope you enjoy the educator’s guide and additional
resources at the end of the book to continue the learning.
My experience in working with and raising kids reinforces that kids appreciate learning
valuable lessons and understand big concepts. In fact, many children seem to understand
nature-based concepts almost intuitively. After you read the book, I’d love to hear your
thoughts about the story and the lessons and the resources.
Dawn Pape
Facebook
Twitter
Email
Website

https://www.facebook.com/lawnchairgardener/
@LawnChairGarden
Dawn@LawnChairGardener.com
LawnChairGardener.com
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Bump!
Ah! A bee!

8

x
Ah! A boy!
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“Wait a minute,” said the boy, “You’re afraid of me? How could that be?”
“Well, of course I’m afraid,” said the bee, “and I think it’s wise!”
Have you noticed your giant size?”
Then the boy said, “But you can sting.”
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Frustrated, the normally nice bee hollered back in a BIG angry voice,
“But I rarely do—that’s the thing!”
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“I keep to myself. I don’t want any strife.
I just want to visit flowers and live my own life.
The wasps and hornets give us native bees a bad name.
But I promise you, not all flying insects are the same.
I’m a gentle mason bee and . . .”
12

“Wait!” said the boy, “A MASON BEE?
My name is MASON too!”
“Well,” said the bee, “it’s sure nice to meet you.”
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“I’ve never met a bee before,” said Mason, “I’ve always thought bees were vicious.”
The bee replied, “And I’ve never met a human either. I’ve always thought people were malicious.”
“Malicious?” asked Mason. “You know,” explained the bee,
“trying to hurt me.”
“No, I don’t know what you mean,” said the boy, “People are nice.
What you’re telling me sounds fictitious.”
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To that the bee replied, “I wish I were just making up a tale
but the truth is you people are making us sick and frail.
Spray, spray, spray!
People use pesticides to keep ALL bugs away.
I know that some bugs are a hairy, scary bother,
but most bugs are good. Don’t believe me? Go ask your father.”
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“How are bugs good?” asked the boy.
“Well,” said the bee, “did you know
that insects help your food grow?”
“No, I didn’t. That’s news to me,”
said Mason boy to the mason bee.
“Yes, my new friend, it’s true.
That’s what we, gentle mason bees, do.
We bring pollen from flower to flower;
and we keep on pollinating hour after hour.”
“Um,” said boy, “what do you mean by “pollinating” Mr. Mason Bee?”
16

“ P o l l i n a t i n g ,” said bee,
“ m e a n s p o l l e n d e l i v e r y.
Come watch! You’ll see.

Look how I do a belly flop right onto this blossom.
I cover my whole belly with pollen—it’s awesome.

Then loaded with pollen grains, to the next flower I fly,
the pollen rubs off and I’ve become the pollen delivery guy!”

* Actually, female mason bees collect pollen
and do most of the pollinating,
but that doesn’t have the same ring to it, does it?
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“Sorry,” said Mason, “but I still don’t see
what delivering pollen has to do with growing food for me.”
The bee explained, “Pollen from one flower helps seeds inside another flower grow.”
“OHHHHH!” exclaimed Mason, “And the seeds grow into the FOOD we eat!
I get it now. That’s super duper neat.”
“Yes,” said bee, “peas and beans, cherries and berries,
cucumbers and squash. . .
The list goes on and on, oh my gosh!”

Summer squash ready to be picked!

Summer squash flower growing
into a summer squash
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“So,” said the boy, “the next time I sit down for lunch,
I will thank you a bunch!”

“Thank you,” said bee,
“but it’s not just me—
remember the butterflies, moths, wasps and flies.
Even beetles help pollinate to many people’s surprise.
Don’t get me wrong, I do enjoy the praise
because there is currently a bit of a honey bee craze.”
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The bee continued, “One thing that troubles me so
is that all bees are important to the world and people just don’t know!
Honey bees get most of the attention and fame.
Just because they make honey everyone knows their name.
But my pollination skills are tremendous. I put honey bees to shame.
As a mason bee, I’m proud to say,
I pollinate as much as 100* honey bees on any given day.”

=
* Mason bees are great pollinators because they cover their entire “bellies”
with pollen whereas most bees only carry pollen with their hind legs.
20

Mason exclaimed, “Wow! As much as 100 honey bees? That’s so cool.
I can hardly wait to tell my friends at school.”
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“I am sorry, Mr. Mason Bee, that people are hurting you.
Tell me, what should I do?”
“That’s easy,” said the bee, “Just make good choices.
You need to speak for us, because insects have no voices.”*

n
son bee who ca
a
m
l
ia
c
e
sp
a
am
* Except me. I
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talk.

“What kind of choices?” asked Mason.
“Tell your parents to avoid plants with pesticides in the soil from the store.
And heaven forbid, don’t apply more!
In your garden, a little insect damage is OK;
there is really no need to spray.”
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“Is there anything else you would like to teach me,
Mr. Mason Bee?”
“Why, yes! When people build their houses, they take away ours.
It would be very kind if you could plant us some flowers.”
“Sure,” said Mason boy,
“What kind of flowers do you enjoy?”
The bee replied enthusiastically, “Locally grown natives!
Cultivars* with little nectar and pollen really aren’t the greatest.”

* A “cultivar” is short for “cultivated variety” and is a plant
engineered for certain traits such as unique bloom colors.
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“And to some people, what I am about to say may be considered treason,
but I think of dandelions as spring FLOWERS—not weeds—and I’ll tell you the reason.
There isn’t much blooming early in the year
and every day it’s starvation I fear.”
“S-t-a-r-v-a-t-i-o-n?” repeated the boy slowly in disbelief, “Oh, dear.”
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“All growing season long,” said bee, “I hope your blooms last
to help us eat every day, because bees really don’t like to fast.

You feed me and I’ll return the favor.
I’ll pollinate yummy apples for you to savor.”

Pasque Flower
Blooms Early in the Spring

Golden Alexander
Blooms in the Spring

Blue Flag Iris
Blooms in the Spring

Butterfly Weed (or Flower)
Blooms Early in the Summer

Yellow Coneflower
Blooms Mid-Late Summer

Prairie Blazing Star
Blooms Mid-Late Summer

Purple Coneflower
Blooms Mid-Late Summer

New England Aster
Blooms in the Fall
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Then the boy said with concern, “Mason bee, don’t you worry,
People are nice. Once they understand your problems, they will change their ways in a hurry!”
“Goodbye and thank you, Mason boy.
Our time together was a joy.
I look forward to seeing you later.”
“Yes!” said Mason, “See you later, pollinator!”
The bee’s reply? “After awhile . . .
compost pile!”

27

“Compost pile? Whaat!” laughed Mason, “Toodeloo
—and right back at you.”

As Mason turned and waved,
he was feeling strong and brave;
of bees he was no longer afraid.

28

M

In fact, he felt like a superhero because he knew
he had an extremely important job to do.

H e i s g oi n g to h e l p p rot e c t t h e b e e s ! A r e you ?
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Dear Parents, Caregivers and Teachers,
“Treat the earth well: it was not given to you by your parents,
it was loaned to you by your children.”—Kenyan Proverb

A Little More Information about Mason Bees

I hope the kids reading this book want to run right outside and find a mason bee after finishing it. However,
so your kids aren’t disappointed, please note that mason bees are only active in the spring—and they’re fast
and hard to see too! But, there are many other kinds of solitary bees that are active at other times of year. To
find out more about native bees, please read on!
Let’s Talk about the Birds and the Bees—and their Declining Populations

Perhaps it seems a little inappropriate to discuss the “birds and the bees” in a children’s book, but we all
know that this is a pivotal topic. Birds, bees and other pollinating insects’ “deeds” of transferring pollen
from the male flower parts to the female flower parts resulting in fertilization and the production of seeds
is an invaluable service. Think about the labor costs if we had to pay workers to do this to produce our
fruits and vegetables! It’s true that some crops are pollinated by birds, bats and even wind, but most rely on
pollinating insects—especially bees. The problem is, pollinators are in peril with a few huge strikes against
them. According University of Minnesota researcher Marla Spivak, managed bee colonies are experiencing
unsustainable annual losses around 30 percent of their population since the winter of 2006-2007. Native bee
populations are harder to track, but are also in decline.
Why are Bee Populations Declining?

Habitat loss and broad-spectrum insecticides (especially applied to plants in bloom) are known causes for
declining bee populations. Logically, as human populations increase, land is developed for “people spaces”
such as houses, schools, shopping, etc. Subsequently, a leading “crop” in the U.S. is now lawn grass, providing
very little habitat for pollinators. Another factor in declining habitat involves changing farming practices
with fewer buffers of native wildflowers. On top of habitat loss, insecticide use is prevalent and bee kills are a
common side-effect of crop dusting and mosquito control programs.
A particular class of insecticides, neonicotinoids, that was introduced in mid-1990s, is noteworthy.
This class of chemicals is related to nicotine and attacks the insects’ nervous systems. Neonicotinoids, also
called neonics, are systemic, meaning they permeate the whole plant, including the nectar and pollen and
they persist for a long time unlike other insecticides. The neonicotinoids do not kill the insects on contact,
but impair the insects’ abilities to navigate back to their hives or nests. Bees feed on the nectar and bring
pollen back to their brood slowly weakening the whole colony or nest with these neuro-toxins and making
the bees more susceptible to disease. These pesticides are suspected in contributing to bees dying of viruses
and may help explain “colony collapse disorder.” Neonics are commonly used in potting soil by growers.
Thankfully, new 2014 labeling laws with a “bee advisory box” require growers to label their plants if neonics
are present.
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How Can You Help?

Please give yourself a pat on the back because you already have helped protect bees by educating the kids in
your life about the big topics in this little book. Here are some other ways to help...
Vote with Your Dollars
The new labeling laws are a good start, but consumers need to keep paying attention and demand
transparency in labeling seeds, plants and products.
Create Pollinator Habitat and Nesting Sites
Plant a native garden. Plant an array of native plants with different flower shapes that bloom in succession
throughout your entire growing season to support a variety of pollinators. To learn more about planting
a native plant garden, please see section four in the following educator’s guide.
If gardening isn’t your forte, consider just keeping some soil bare in your yard. Many native bees are
ground nesters and need bare, loose soil. Another way to support bees is learn how to keep honey bees or
maintain bee houses for mason bees.
Reduce Chemical Use
When feasible, buy organic food, try growing (at least some of) your own food and eliminate chemical
use in your own yard. If you need help getting started, A Lawn Chair Gardener’s Guide to a Balanced Life
and World may be a helpful book for you.
Speak for the Bees
If you are still feeling energetic, please help get the word out about these important topics while raising
money for your organization or retail location by selling this book (and others). Your organization’s profit
is 55% of the retail price. Get started by visiting www.GoodGreenLifePublishing.com.
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E d u c a t o r ’s G u i d e :
for Cla s s roo m Te a c h e r s, N a t u ra li s ts, S c o ut Lea d ers, Parents, G ra nd pare nts...

Section 1: overview of Native bees
Background Information about Bees for the Teacher
This section’s text is adapted from http://www.xerces.org/pollinator-conservation/native-bees/

How Many Different Types of Bees are There?
n North America, there are about 4,000 different types of bees. World-wide, there are close to
20,000 bee species.

I

Native Bees 101
There is an astonishing diversity of native bees ranging in length from less than one eighth of an inch
to over an inch. Bees vary in color from dark brown or black to metallic green or blue, and may have
stripes of red, white, orange, or yellow. Many common names reflect the way they build nests: plasterer bees, leafcutter bees, wool carder bees, digger bees, carpenter bees, and, of course mason bees.
Others are named after particular traits, such as cuckoo bees that lay eggs in the nests of other
bee species (like the cuckoo bird), sweat bees that like to drink salty perspiration, or bumble bees,
who got their name from the loud humming noise they make while flying. Since most native bees
don’t fit the stereotyped image of a bee, i.e black-and-yellow-striped, living in a hive, and apt to sting,
they are easily overlooked.
Metamorphosis
Like a butterfly, a bee changes completely between different life stages (“complete metamorphosis”).
Also like a butterfly, it passes through four stages during its lifetime: egg, larva, pupa, and adult. It
is only the last of these, the adult, which we see and recognize as a bee. During the first three stages,
the bee is inside the brood cell of the nest. The egg resembles a tiny white sausage and lasts from one
to three weeks before hatching into a white, soft-bodied, grub-like larva. Whether the egg hatches
as a male or female is determined by whether it is fertilized. Males hatch from unfertilized eggs and
females from fertilized eggs. Most of the growth occurs during the larva stage, feeding on a food
supply left in the cell by the mother. After the period of rapid growth, the larva changes into a pupa.
During this apparently dormant stage, which may last eight or nine months, the bee transforms into
its adult form within a protective outer layer. When they emerge from this, the adult bees are fullygrown and ready to feed, mate, and continue the cycle.
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Types of Bees
Bees can be divided into two groups based on their lifestyles: solitary or social. Even though social
bees are what most people think of as a “bee,” only a few species of bees are social. Social bees share
a nest, and divide the work of building the nest, caring for the offspring, and foraging for pollen and
nectar. The main social bees are the honey bee (not native to the U.S.) and the bumble bees (about
forty-five species in the U.S.).
In contrast, the vast majority of bees—nearly four thousand species in the U.S.—are solitary
nesting. They tend to create their own nests, without cooperation from other bees. Although they
often will nest together in great numbers when a good nesting area is found, the bees are only sharing a good nesting site—like people wanting to live in a beautiful, lake-side location.
Solitary Bees
Solitary bees generally live for a year, although we typically only see the active adults. During its brief
adult life lasting only a few weeks, the bee is focused on successful reproduction. The male bee will
hang around nesting areas or foraging sites waiting to mate with a female. The female bee stores the
sperm and releases it when needed.
Just like honey bees, female native bees have amazing engineering skills, and go to extraordinary lengths to construct a secure nest. In natural conditions, solitary bees will nest in all sorts of
places. A few species construct domed nests out of mud, plant resins, saps, or gums along with tiny
pebbles on the surface of rocks or trees. Others will even use empty snail shells. Many bees use abandoned beetle burrows or other tunnels in snags (i.e., dead or dying standing trees) or excavate their
nests within stems and twigs. Most species, however, nest in the ground, digging a tunnel in bare or
partially vegetated, well-drained soil.
Females lay their eggs in separate compartments—or brood cells—in their nests. The number
of cells a nest has depends on the species. Some nests may have only a single cell, but most have ten
or more. Sometimes there are over sixty cells in a nest! These cells are usually in a single line filling
the hole or burrow, but some species dig complex, multi-chambered tunnels. Many species line the
cell to protect the developing bee. The bees that make cells in lines typically nest in holes in plants or
trees, and use a cap of plant materials or soil to close each cell and separate one cell from the next.
For example, leafcutter bees neatly trim leaf pieces from broad-leaved plants and use them to line
their brood cells, cutting different sizes and shapes for different parts of the cells. Mason bees typically use mud or leaf pulp to seal their nests.
Before the female bee closes each cell, she mixes together the nectar and pollen she collected
to form a loaf of “bee bread” and places it inside each brood cell. She then lays an egg and caps the
cell. When she has completed and capped all the cells in her nest, the bee seals the nest entrance and
leaves. After the eggs hatch each larva feeds on the bee bread inside its cell until it changes into a
pupa. After a period of inactivity, it will finally emerge as an adult and begin the cycle again.
To get the food back to the nest, most bees carry nectar in their crop (a special sac-like chamber in their digestive tract), but how they carry the pollen depends upon the species. Most solitary
bees have an area of stiff hairs, called a pollen brush or scopa, to push pollen grains into. These hairs
are located either on the underside of the abdomen or along the hind legs. In a few species the scopa
extend to reach the sides of the abdomen or the rear of the thorax. A few species don’t have scopa
and carry pollen in their crop, probably alternating between pollen and nectar on separate foraging
trips.
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Solitary bees can be divided into two groups according to their foraging habits. Generalists
are bees that gather nectar and pollen from a wide range of flower types and species. Often these
are the more resilient species, able to survive in degraded environments with weedy or non-native
plants.
Specialists, on the other hand, rely on a single plant species or a closely related group of plants
for nectar and pollen, and are more susceptible to suffer from landscape or habitat changes. The life
cycle of these bees species are often closely tied to their host plant, and the adults will often emerge
from their brood cells just when the plant is flowering.
Social Bees
Bumble bees are the only bees native to the U.S. that are truly social. They live in colonies, share the
work, and have multiple, overlapping generations throughout the spring, summer, and fall. However,
unlike the non-native, European honey bees, the bumble bee colony is seasonal. At the end of the
summer only the fertilized queens hibernate through the winter. In the spring, she will start a new
nest that may grow to include dozens (or occasionally a couple of hundred) of individuals.
Bumble bees need a cavity for nesting. The queens are opportunists, looking for any suitably
sized cavity. Sometimes this is above ground, such as in hollow trees or walls, or under grass, but
they mostly nest underground. An abandoned rodent hole is a favorite, as this space is warm and
already lined with fur. The queen creates the first few brood cells from wax, and then puts in bee
bread and lays eggs. It takes about a month for her to raise the first brood. When they emerge, these
bees become workers, taking on the tasks of foraging and helping the queen tend the growing number of brood cells. The workers live for a couple of months and are continually replaced. The queen
continues to lay eggs, so the colony grows steadily through the summer. At the end of summer, new
queens and drones emerge and mate. As the cooler weather of fall arrives, most of the bees, including
the old queen, die, leaving only the new, mated queens to overwinter.
Social bees are generalist feeders, meaning they forage on a wide variety of plant species in a
wide range of weather conditions to support the colony. Some individual bees in the colony, however,
choose to forage exclusively on a single species or a limited range of related plant species, effectively
becoming specialist foragers. When foraging, the female bumble bee carries pollen in a concave,
hairless area surrounded by stiff hairs on her rear legs, known as the pollen basket or corbicula.
Bumble bees also differ from solitary bees when feeding their larvae. They provide food gradually, adding it to the brood cells as the larvae need it (“progressive provisioning”) rather than leaving all the food in the cell before laying the egg. In addition, bumble bees do make a small amount
of honey, just enough to feed the larvae and themselves for a couple of days during bad weather.
Do All Bees Sting?
When people think of bees they tend to picture a fat bumble bee or swarms of honey bees, or confuse
them with yellow jackets, and tell you tales of being stung. In reality, these are the exceptions. In fact,
it is only social bees (i.e., honey bees and bumble bees) that are likely to sting, because they have a
colony to defend. Nonetheless, most native social bees do not defend their hive aggressively. Of the
forty-five species of bumble bees in the U.S., only about four have a feisty nature. In contrast to social bees, almost all of our native bees live on their own (“solitary-nesting”) and thus have no hive to
defend. When foraging away from the nest, no bee is looking for conflict and will only sting as a last
resort–perhaps as a result of being swatted or squashed, or accidentally being caught in someone’s
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clothes. You are likely to have more problems from the wasps attracted to soda cans or garbage than
you will from native bees.

Lesson 1: Tic-Tac-Buzzzzz
Before presenting information about bees, create a “KWL chart” with your students.
(Students with strong writing skills can do this independently.)
Example of a KWL Chart
Know
Want to Learn
(list what they already
(list questions they might want
know—or think they know) to know)

Learned
(after the information is presented,
test the students’ comprehension
by having them recall what they
learned)

All bees sting.

Social bees sting to
protect their hives.
Solitary bees rarely sting.

Why do bees sting?

Bees are black and
yellow.

Bees come in all different
sizes and colors.

Bees make honey.
Why do bees love
flowers?

Only social bees make
honey.

For the pollen and nectar
to make their “bee bread.”

Learning Objectives
Students understand age-appropriate level of the background information about social and
solitary bees.
Preparation
Create nine questions (or more for multiple games) for your students to test their
comprehension of the material you presented about social and solitary bees. The questions
may be true or false or multiple choice.
Activity
Divide the students into teams and determine which teams gets to go first. Ask the first team
a question. If the team answers the question correctly, they get to place an “X” or an “O”
on the tic-tac-Buzzzzz board. Then the next team answers their question and places their
symbol on the board and so on.
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Section 2: benefits of insects

If your first reaction is to kill bugs, you’re not alone. But let’s remind ourselves that insects

do more good in the world than bad, and few insects need to be controlled. Insects—such as bees,
butterflies, lacewings, wasps, tachinid flies, etc.—pollinate our food. Perhaps we should be thanking
a pollinator during each meal, since about every third bite of food is thanks to a pollinator.1 The value
of good nutrition is pretty tough to quantify, but the crops (fruits, vegetables, nuts) alone are worth
around 20 billion dollars. Of course, insects also provide other products such as silk, lac (ingredient
in floor and shoe polishes, insulators, various sealants, printing inks, and varnish), beeswax (base for
ointments, polishes, candle making, lotions, creams, and lipsticks) as well as dyes. To boot, fruit flies
have long been used in genetic studies. Another little known, interesting service offered by insects:
some museums rely on a species of small beetle to clean skeletons.2 Weird.
So when you meet a bug in your home or garden, please identify the bug as friend, foe, or
just a nuisance before you take any action. Most likely, no action will be needed. Most unwanted
inset populations can be controlled by taking away their food source and/or their habitat. And, most
plants can tolerate losing about one-third of their leaves before they really start to suffer and slow
down in their fruit bearing. Be forewarned that if you use a broad-spectrum insecticide, you will also
kill the beneficial insects. Once the “good guys” are gone, nothing can stop attacks by the “bad guys”
except using more pesticides. This is a dangerous and vicious cycle.
Amazingly, plants and beneficial insects communicate. When a plant is attacked by a harmful
insect, the plant releases chemical signals into the air to lure the type of beneficial insect most likely
to help it with its pest problem. Many beneficial insects leave a “footprint” signaling to other beneficial insects that they’ve already done the job of parasitizing the pest. Beneficial insects will also only
lay eggs if pests are present in high enough numbers to feed their young. This is another reason not
to get hasty with the pesticides. If we kill all the bad guys, the good guys won’t reproduce. Who are
the good guys? Imagine these bugs wearing little super-hero capes. If you see the bugs listed below
in your garden, leave them be!

Beneficial Insects a.k.a “The Good Guys!”
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Aphidius wasp
Assassin bug
Big-eyed bug
Damsel bug
Ground beetle
Hover fly
Lacewing

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ladybug
Minute pirate bug
Parasitic wasp
Praying mantis
Robber fly
Spiders
Tachinid fly

1
Tom Van Arsdall, Sunny Boyd, Pollinator Partnership, http://www.pollinator.org/PDFs/NPW.pdf (June 2010).
2
Smithsonian Institution, Benefits of Insects Information Sheet No. 72, http://www.si.edu/Encyclopedia_SI/nmnh/buginfo/benefits.
htm (May 1999).

Lesson 2: Benefits of Bugs
Learning Objectives
• The students will be able to list the negative and positive aspects of insects.
• For more sophisticated students, have them weigh the pros and cons by developing a
weighting system. (For example, bugs can bite or sting = 5 points, bugs include pollinators
= 50 points, etc.)
• The students will realize that even though bugs can be scary and a nuisance, they provide
valuable services for us and we wouldn’t be able to survive without them.
Preparation
Print of “Benefits of Bugs” pictures from www.lawnchairgardener.com
Activity
Ask the students if they think insects do more good in the world or more harm. Ask for
a show of hands and make note of that number. Next, ask the students what they think of
when they think of insects. As they come up with ideas, show the students the corresponding picture (printed off from www.lawnchairgardener.com). If the kids come up with ideas
not included on the pictures, make a drawing to represent that on a new sheet of paper and
add it to the pile. If the kids come up with different words for the same concept, remind
them that is similar to a picture already shown, (e.g. “icky,” “gross,” “scary,” etc.) At the end,
count up if insects are “more good” or “more bad.” Please note, you may have to “stack the
deck” because it seems natural for people to have an aversion to insects, but the point of this
lesson is to show that insects do, indeed, do more good in the world than bad and they are
extremely valuable to our daily eating.
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S e c t i o n 3 : p o ll i n a t i o n
What is pollination?
Bees, moths, flies, wasps, beetles and butterflies, make up the majority of pollinating species, although pollination can occur through wind, birds, bats and other animals. For younger kids, explain pollination as “pollen delivery.” When insects, such as bees and butterflies, drink nectar from a
flower, they accidentally get dust-like pollen grains on themselves. When they fly to the next flower
for another drink of nectar, some of the pollen rubs off—which is lucky for us because it’s exactly the
“magic dust” the flower needs to turn into a fruit (or vegetable). For older children, go into as much
detail using technical terms as you
see appropriate. (E.g. “The vast
majority of flowering plants only
produce seeds if pollinators move
pollen from the anthers to the
stigmas of their flowers.”) There
are many slideshows on www.
slideshare.com about pollination
for you to adapt and use.
Why is pollination important to
people and animals?
After students understand the process of pollination, it’s important
for them to realize the importance
of pollination to food production
and human livelihood. Insect and
animal pollination directly links
wild ecosystems with agriculture!
Pollinators affect 35 percent of the
world’s crop production, increasing yields of 87 of the world’s leading food crops. Pollinators also aid
in many plant-derived medicines.3
The pictures on the right help us
visualize how a grocery store produce section might look without
3
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http://www.internationalpollinatorsinitiative.org/

pollinators. (Download these pictures at www.lawnchairgardener.com)
How do flowers attract pollinators?
The relationship between flowers and pollinators is complex. However, in general, flowers attract
pollinators by looking attractive to the pollinator. The shape, color, smell and time of bloom are key
in attracting various pollinators. For example, queen bumble bees have the size, strength and tongue
length to get inside the oddly shaped Dutchman’s breeches flower that looks like a baggy pair of
pants hanging upside down. Night pollinators, like moths, are drawn to white flowers with a mild
scent. Some plants have even developed colors too high or low on the sight spectrum for humans to
see without the aid of special machines but they are perfect to help the insects spot them. And, some
flowers have developed a smell similar to rotting meat to attract flies!

Lesson 3: Pollen Delivery
Learning Objectives
• The students will understand the basic concept of pollination.
• Older students will be able to use technical terms when describing pollination.
Preparation
Gather juice, cups, flowers and “pollen” (felt scraps, cotton balls that are pulled apart, dried
leaves or something else that might stick to the kids’ clothes).
Activity
Tell the kids that they get to be important insects. Have kids be busy little insects and drink
nectar (aka juice) from pretend flowers as they sit in a pile of pollen (e.g. felt scraps, cotton
balls or dried leaves...). When the kids “fly” to the next flower, see how much “pollen” they
accidentally delivered.
extension activity: Flowers and their Pollinators
Learning Objectives
• The students will understand different factors that play a role in attracting different
pollinators.
• Students will be able to state why have a wide diversity of plants is important in supporting
various pollinators.
Activity
Have students choose a flower and research which types of pollinators it attracts due to its
unique characteristics.
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S e c t i o n 4 : C r e a t i n g h a b i t a t f o r p o ll i n a t o r s
Background Information for the Teacher about Native Plants
adapted from a

Lawn Chair Gardener’s Guide to a Balanced Life and World

One of the most important things we can do is to provide native plant habitat for pollinators. The
biggest reason for habitat loss is population growth. The population of the United States—now more
than 300 million people4—has doubled since the 1970’s and the population continues to grow by
about 8,640 people per day. Between development and agriculture, we have modified 95 percent of
our lands. Anything we can do to reintroduce a little native habitat is beneficial.
What is a native plant?
Native gardens are planted with indigenous, perennial plants from the area in which you live. A
plant is considered native if it was found in the region before the area was settled by Europeans. One
of the great advantages of “going native” is that these plants are well suited to the climate and soil,
meaning they require less maintenance.
Why are native plants better for pollinators than cultivars?
A cultivar (short for “cultivated” and “variety”) isn’t grown by Mother Nature—it’s developed by
humans for qualities lik unique colors, variegated foliage, or double flowers. Most annual and perennial
bedding plants are cultivars. There are cultivars that have been selected and bred from species native
to the United States too. Although these cultivars are often showier or better “behaved”—for example,
they may be bred to not get so tall and lanky—their genetic make-up is considered to be somewhat
narrowed and altered from the original source material and therefore not as beneficial to the ecosystem.
There are many reasons native flowers are preferred over cultivars for supporting bees. For
example, cultivars with double blooms can restrict pollinators from being able to inside the flower.
Also, many cultivars do not offer as much nectar or pollen. In my own yard I see how the bees are
buzzing around my native New England asters, but I’ve never witnessed any pollinators visiting my
New England Aster ‘Purple Dome’ cultivated variety.
Benefits of Native Plants
1. Native Gardens Conserve Water
While maintaining some low-maintenance lawn as recreational space is appropriate, it is currently
the most prevalent “crop” in the United States. We have 40 million acres of lawn (62,500 square
miles)5 that provide no nutritional value to people or wildlife.
A significant amount of water in the Midwest is used to water lawns during the summer months.
For example, in Minnesota, the City of Shoreview’s Public Works Department reported that average
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5

Doug Tallamy, http://bringingnaturehome.net/native-gardening/gardening-for-life (April 2013).
Doug Tallamy, http://bringingnaturehome.net/native-gardening/gardening-for-life (April 2013).

winter water pumping
is around 1.5 million
gallons of water per
day. During peak demand periods, mainly summer months,
pumping can reach 11
million gallons a day!
The grasses that make
up most lawns have
shallow root systems
and are incapable of
finding their own water. (See drawing on
this page showing root
lengths.) In order to
keep lawns green, constant watering is required. It would be appropriate to outfit blades of grass with tiny I.V. bags and oxygen masks because these vast expanses
of green are essentially on life support. 		
When considering water, it is important to remember that, the average temperature in central
Minnesota is predicted to be five degrees Fahrenheit warmer by 2050,6 but rain and snow fall may
only increase by about two inches.7 With increased evaporation and decreased precipitation, water
will likely be in short supply.
Native plants offer a good solution to excessive water usage because once they are established
(typically about three months), they are basically self-sufficient. Native prairie plants can live independently because they have evolved to withstand wildfires by putting a good share of their energy
into their roots. After the fires sweep through, only the tops of the plants are damaged and the plants
spring right back from the long roots.

2. Native Critters Need Native Plants
Prior to European settlement, more than 18 million acres of prairie covered Minnesota. Our prairie
lands were part of the largest ecosystem in North America, which stretched from Canada to Mexico
and from the Rockies to Indiana. A wealth of diverse species, habitats, and cultures thrived here.
Today, less than one percent of Minnesota’s native prairie remains.8
Native plants attract beautiful and diverse native butterflies, pollinators, and birds to your yard.
Well-known professor and chair of entomology and wildlife ecology at the University of Delaware,
Douglas Tallamy’s research indicates that ornamentals support 29 times less biodiversity than native
plants do.9 A nice reward for planting a native garden is watching the birds and butterflies and knowing you’re providing pollen for beneficial insects that sustain our food system. Plants and animals
6
Paul Huttner, Minnesota Public Radio Climate Cast, “Climate Shock: Minnesota likely to warm another 5 degrees F by 2050,” http://
blogs.mprnews.org/updraft/2013/01/report_minnesota_likely_to_war/ (January 11, 2013).
7
Jeff Corney, Cedar Creek Ecosystem Science Reserve, lecture at Ramsey County Master Gardener monthly meeting, Roseville, Minnesota, April 2013.
8
Minnesota Department of Natural Resources, http://www.dnr.state.mn.us/prairierestoration/index.html (April 2013).
9
Doug Tallamy, http://bringingnaturehome.net/native-gardening/gardening-for-life (April 2013).
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evolved together over time, and have complex relationships: they depend on each other for food,
habitat, and seed dispersal. For example, milkweed contains a variety of chemical compounds that
make monarch caterpillars poisonous to potential predators.
3. Natives Support Biodiveristy
Biological diversity, or biodiversity, is the number and variety of organisms found within a specified geographic region. There are ethical, aesthetic, and economic reasons why we need to care about biological
diversity, but there’s also a fundamental reason: because the Earth’s processes sustain us. Humans cannot
live as the only species on this planet because other species create ecosystem services that are essential to
humans. Biodiversity losses are a clear sign that our own life-support systems are failing. When biodiversity is disrupted, even if it occurs far away, the effects reverberate across the world. For example, we may
experience larger hurricanes, longer droughts, crop devastation, food scarcity, and water scarcity. Conservation International’s slogan is “lost there, felt here.” Indeed it is.
“Natural ecosystems provide a wide range of benefits and “services” to people who do not have or
cannot afford a local supermarket or plumbing: they supply fresh water, they filter pollutants from
streams, they provide breeding ground for fisheries, they control erosion, they buffer human communities against storms and natural disasters, they harbor insects that pollinate crops or attack crop
pests, they naturally take carbon dioxide out of the atmosphere.”10
4. Natives (and Edibles!) Help Reduce Air Pollution and Climate Change
Another reason to tout native plants and edibles is to reduce air pollution. Did you know that running a typical
gas lawn mower creates more pollution than driving a car?
According to the California Environmental Protection
Agency, a gasoline-powered lawn mower run for an hour
puts out about the same amount of smog-forming emissions as 40 new automobiles run for an hour.”11 Reducing
the amount of grass to mow is an easy way to improve air
quality.
Growing your own food also reduces your carbon
footprint by reducing the miles your food travels. It’s hard to quantify exactly, but it’s intuitive that
fewer emissions are produced when the following steps are eliminated: using big machinery to plant,
fertilize, harvest, ship, process, package, ship again and store. In addition, consumers need to drive
to the store to purchase the goods. According to Eat Low Carbon (http://www.eatlowcarbon.org)
website, the food system is responsible for one-third of global greenhouse emissions. The website has
a fun application where you select different foods to view their carbon emission number. With every
meal you eat (and grow), you have the power to reduce climate change.12

10
11
12
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Thomas Friedman, Hot, Flat and Crowded, (New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2008), 143.
California Environmental Protection Agency, Air Resources Board, (May 20, 1999).
Thomas Friedman, Hot, Flat and Crowded, (New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2008), 113.

5. Gardens Better Adapted for Crazy Weather Predicted with Climate Change
Native plants (as opposed to ornamental plants) are more tolerant of extreme weather conditions
such as periods of drought and excessive rain, so these plantings will be more prepared for what
might be to come. Of course, all plants (yes, even lawn grass) sequester carbon dioxide to help offset
emissions.
6. Gardens to Eliminate the Use of Chemicals
Native plants rarely need pesticides or fertilizers. If you are like me, you don’t want to be putting
chemicals on your food.
Where To Buy Native Plants
Buying from small, local nurseries might be the easiest way to ensure you’re getting truly native plants
that do not contain pesticides. To find local nurseries that sell natives in the Midwest, check out www.
bluethumb.org. Nationwide, www.plantnative.org has a great list of native plant nurseries. Farmers’
markets or Master Gardener plant sales may be good options too. I avoid buying perennials from big
box stores because their plants are most likely not truly native or grown with local seed so they may
not be hardy (survive the winter). For example, even though a big box store might sell “Black-eyed Susans” (or something native to your area), Black-eyed Susans are known to occur across wide ranges of
geography, climate, and environmental conditions. However, sub-groups of this species have become
adapted to various local conditions, called “local ecotypes”. Local ecotype native plants are clearly well
adapted to local conditions meaning plant seed should come from plants grown no farther than 200
miles (300 miles for trees and shrubs) from the garden where they will be planted. If the nursery where
you are purchasing plants doesn’t know where the seeds are from, you may want to shop elsewhere.
How can you tell if you’re buying a native or a cultivar?
On the plant tag, the cultivar name is capitalized and written in single quotes, as in New England
Aster ‘Purple Dome.’ A cultivar may also be designated by the letters “cv” before the name with no
quotes. A hybrid is a cross between two different species of the same genus. Hybrids can occur in the
wild or in cultivation. Hybrids are denoted with an “x” after the Latin name on plant tags.
Please note that if you are planting a shoreline stabilization project, environmental regulations
state that you must use only local ecotype native plants. Regardless of their origin, cultivars and nonnative plants should not be introduced to the shoreland because they may invade existing native plant
communities, their root systems may not adequately protect the shoreline from erosion, and they
may not provide shelter and food for native animals. It’s very difficult for Departments of Natural Resources and other local units of government such as watershed districts to enforce these regulations;
therefore it is up to residents to plant responsibly.
Beware of getting “free” plants—especially if your pal doesn’t know the name of it and/or the
origin of the plant. This is one of the many sneaky methods of how invasive plants become invasive.
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Garden Design
Keep in mind that bees, like people need to eat (and drink!) on a regular basis so it is important to
have blooms starting early in the spring and continue through the fall. Also set out a shallow dish of
water for the insects.
It can be puzzling to novices on how to go about putting together a planting plan. If you have
the resources, hire a landscape professional specializing in native plants to help you with your plan.
Again, Blue Thumb—Planting for Clean Water® program has a helpful website (www.bluethumb.
org) with a list of native plant suppliers, designers, grants and even a plant selector tool for the DoIt-Yourselfers. Another helpful resource is you local Master Gardener organization. There just might
be a volunteer able to assist you on your project. 			

Lesson 4: Create (or visit) a garden
Learning Objectives
• As well as helping children lead happier, healthier lives, gardening helps students acquire
essential skills needed in a rapidly-changing world to make a positive contribution to
society.
• The 3 Rs of Gardening
1. Readiness to learn. Students become more active learners capable of thinking
independently and adapting their skills and knowledge to new challenges at school
and in future.
2. Resiliency. When problems arise in the garden, students figure out how to proceed to
remedy the situation.
3. Responsibility. Student-maintained gardens teach responsibility, cooperation and
communication.
Garden Preparation Tips
1. Talk to administration and custodians before starting the project. Involve parents and
community garden experts in your project too.
2. As you are planning your garden, develop the maintenance plan too. For example, make
sure water is accessible and that it is protected from animal predators and vandals. Who
will be in charge of the garden when school is not in session?
3. Be sure to get the soil tested and amended properly before planting.
4. If you live in colder climates, consider extending the growing season using cold-frames or
even plastic sheeting over high-hoops to essentially create an unheated greenhouse.
Extension Activity for solid readers: Do Lawns Make Sense?
Background Information for the Teacher about Aldo Leopold
(adapted from http://www.aldoleopold.org/AldoLeopold/)

Aldo Leopold is often known as the father of wildlife management and of the United States’
wilderness system. Aldo Leopold was a conservationist, forester, philosopher, educator,
writer, and outdoor enthusiast.
Born in 1887 and raised in Burlington, Iowa, Aldo Leopold developed an interest in
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the natural world at an early age, spending hours observing, journaling, and sketching his
surroundings. Graduating from the Yale Forest School in 1909, he eagerly pursued a career
with the newly established U.S. Forest Service in Arizona and New Mexico. By the age of
24, he had been promoted to the post of Supervisor for the Carson National Forest in New
Mexico. In 1922, he was instrumental in developing the proposal to manage the Gila National
Forest as a wilderness area, which became the first such official designation in 1924.
Following a transfer to Madison, Wisconsin in 1924, Leopold continued his investigations into ecology and the philosophy of conservation, and in 1933 published the first textbook in the field of wildlife management. Later that year he accepted a new chair in game
management – a first for the University of Wisconsin and the nation.
In 1935, he and his family initiated their own ecological restoration experiment on a
worn-out farm along the Wisconsin River outside of Baraboo, Wisconsin. Planting thousands of pine trees, restoring prairies, and documenting the ensuing changes in the flora and
fauna further informed and inspired Leopold.
A prolific writer, authoring articles for professional journals and popular magazines,
Leopold conceived of a book geared for general audiences examining humanity’s relationship to the natural world. Unfortunately, just one week after receiving word that his manuscript would be published, Leopold experienced a heart attack and died on April 21, 1948
while fighting a neighbor’s grass fire that escaped and threatened the Leopold farm and surrounding properties. A little more than a year after his death Leopold’s collection of essays
A Sand County Almanac was published. With over two million copies sold, it is one of the
most respected books about the environment ever published, and Leopold has come to be
regarded by many as the most influential conservation thinker of the twentieth century.
Leopold’s legacy continues to inform and inspire us to see the natural world “as a community to which we belong.”
Learning Objectives
• The students will be introduced to conservationist Aldo Leopold and be able to explain
who he was (e.g. ‘the father of conservation’...)
• The students will be able to list the pros and cons of native plants and pros and cons of
lawns.
Preparation
Make copies of the following dialogue (download from www.LawnChairGardener.com)
Activity
Give an overview of Aldo Leopold life. Read and discuss the Aldo Leopold quote.
“A thing is right when it tends to preserve the integrity, stability, and beauty
of the biotic community. It is wrong when it tends otherwise.” – Aldo Leopold
Next, explain that the following silly story is not meant to favor a particular religion. It is
just meant to point out how unnatural current lawn practices are. Read the story aloud (or
have the students do it if they are old enough. Finally, discuss the quote again. Did anyone
change their mind about lawns? Ask the students if they think Aldo Leopold would call
lawns “right”.
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Lawns and God
GOD: Francis, you know all about gardens and nature. What in the world is going on down there in the USA? What
happened to the plants I started eons ago? I had a perfect, no-maintenance garden plan. Those plants grow in any type of
soil, withstand drought, and multiply with abandon. The nectar from the long-lasting blossoms attracts butterflies, honey
bees, and flocks of songbirds. I expected to see a vast garden of colors by now. But all I see are these green rectangles.
ST. FRANCIS: It’s the tribes that settled there, Lord. The Suburbanites. They started calling your flowers “weeds” and went
to great lengths to kill them and replace them with grass.
GOD: Grass? But it’s so boring. It’s not colorful. It doesn’t attract butterflies, birds, and bees, only grubs and sod worms.
It’s temperamental with temperatures. Do these Suburbanites really want all that grass growing there?
ST. FRANCIS: Apparently so. They go to great pains to grow it and keep it green. They begin each spring by fertilizing
grass and poisoning any other plant that crops up in the lawn.
GOD: The spring rains and warm weather probably make grass grow really fast. That must make the Suburbanites happy.
ST. FRANCIS: Apparently not. As soon as it grows a little, they cut it, sometimes twice a week.
GOD: They cut it? Do they then bale it like hay?
ST. FRANCIS: Not exactly. Most of them rake it up and put it in bags.
GOD: They bag it? Why? Is it a cash crop? Do they sell it to earn money?
ST. FRANCIS: No, sir—just the opposite. They pay to throw it away.
GOD: Now, let me get this straight. They fertilize grass so it will grow. And when it does grow, they cut it off and pay to
throw it away?
ST. FRANCIS: Yes, sir.
GOD: These Suburbanites must be relieved in the summer when we cut back on the rain and turn up the heat. That surely
slows the growth and saves them a lot of work.
ST. FRANCIS: You aren’t going to believe this. When the grass stops growing so fast, they drag out hoses and pay more
money to water it so they can continue to mow it and pay to get rid of it.
GOD: What nonsense. At least they kept some of the trees. That was a sheer stroke of genius, if I do say so myself. The trees
grow leaves in the spring to provide beauty and shade in the summer. In the autumn, they fall to the ground and form a
natural blanket to keep moisture in the soil and protect the trees and bushes. Plus, as they rot, the leaves form compost to
enhance the soil. It’s a natural circle of life.
ST. FRANCIS: You’d better sit down. The Suburbanites have drawn a new circle. As soon as the leaves fall, they rake them
into great piles and pay to have them hauled away.
GOD: No. What do they do to protect the shrub and tree roots in the winter and to keep the soil moist and loose?
ST. FRANCIS: After throwing away or composting the leaves, they go out and buy something which they call mulch. They
haul it home and spread it around in place of the leaves.
GOD: And where do they get this mulch?
ST. FRANCIS: They cut down trees and grind them up to make the mulch.
GOD: Enough! I don’t want to think about this anymore. St. Catherine, you’re in charge of the arts. What movie have
you scheduled for us tonight?
ST. CATHERINE: “Dumb and Dumber,” Lord. It’s a real stupid movie about...
GOD: Never mind, I think I just heard the whole story from St. Francis.”
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Books and Websites to Learn More about Insects and Habitat
Bee Lab (beelab.umn.edu)
Bee research at the University of Minnesota intended to promote the health of bees. Learn more
about honey bees and solitary bees.
Blue Thumb—Planting for Clean Water (bluethumb.org)
Designed to make it easy for homeowners to plan, purchase and plant native gardens, raingardens,
and shoreline stabilization to reduce polluted stormwater runoff from their home landscape in an
effort improve water quality and wildlife habitat.

Crown Bees (crownbees.com)
Learn how to keep mason bees. Subscribe to “Bee-Mail” for helpful seasonal information.
Good Bug, Bad Bug, by Jessica Walliser
Useful book about “Who’s Who, What They Do and How to Manage Them Organically (All You
Need to Know about the Insect in Your Garden)
Monarch Watch (monarchwatch.org)
Dedicated to education, conservation, and research of the Monarch butterfly.
Pollinators of Native Plants, by Heather Holm
Important book for gardeners, native plant enthusiasts, landscape restoration professionals or
anyone interested in attracting, identifying, supporting or planting for pollinators.
Pollinator Partnership—Your Source for Pollinator Action and Information (pollinator.org)
The largest organization in the world dedicated exclusively to the protection and promotion of
pollinators and their ecosystems.
Restoring the Landscape (restoringthelandscape.com)
Blog created as a resource for homeowners in the Midwestern and Northeastern states and
provinces to help with all aspects of restoring one’s landscape.
Xerces Society (xerces.org)
Dedicated to protecting wildlife through the conservation of invertebrates and their habitat.
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More Lessons and Extension Activities for Students
Bee Diverse (beediverse.com)
Educational DVD about mason bees
Bee Smart School Garden Kit (http://pollinator.org/beesmart_about.htm)
Uses discovery process to learn about plants, pollinators, food, and gardens and help students choose
behaviors that support their own health and the health of the planet. Fun, easy, and effective tools to
increase students’ understanding in science, math, and language arts.
Beez Kneez (www.thebeezkneezdelivery.com/education)
Wear a beekeeping suit, look inside a bee hive, meet the queen, taste honey and learn about the bee
situation. Classes (aka a work retreat, field trip or birthday party) are held at a Beez Kneez Urban
Apiary Partner Site, a community garden, urban farm, park or school close to you.
Buzz About Bees (buzzaboutbees.net)
Information for adults and children: types of bees, identification, bee decline, coloring pages,
pollination, books, beekeeping, gardening for bees, pesticides, poems, quizzes, campaigns and more...
Garden at School (gardenatschool.wordpress.com)
Tips for engaging kids with gardening activities, pollination games, seed dispersal lessons, parts of
plants, scavenger hunts, composting and more...

Lawn Chair Gardener (lawnchairgardener.com)
PreK-12 gardening lessons, book lists and songs

Pollinator Partnership (pollinator.org/education.htm)
PreK-12 curriculum, lesson plans, extension ideas, background information for the teacher,
educational tools, activities, contests, food, fun, facts, talking points, PowerPoint presentations and
links.

Slideshare (slideshare.net)
Slideshows about virtually every subject under the sun in nearly every language—including bees.
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